"ALL THE WORLD IS A STAGE"
We are merely actors upon a global stage enacting the characters of our
creation. We play the roles either given or chosen. The legislators write us scrips
we are told to follow. The media writes us scripts about the way things are. We
put on costumes and suits and show up to sets called "work". We carry out the
blocking and actions of the characters we call "bosses". We put on makeup and
fix our hair for our performances that will dictate the perceptions of our
audiences. Cultures set traditions that become more like rehearsals in front of life
theatrical audiences. If you stray from the blocking, if you deviate from the script,
if you do not follow the directions or expectations of societal norms, you are outcast. This is the truth of our societies. THIS IS HOW THE WORLD IS A STAGE. We
are but children upon a giant playground that spans the globe. Like the children
on the playground, our imagination run wild, but in unhealthy ways. We designate
invisible lines of demarkation and then cast stones upon those who cross. We
claim air, water, and land as possessions with childlike imaginations and with
adult like deviations. But what would happen if the very system of labels and
imaginary concepts we created could be dissolved within a collective realization
in a way that rewrites the programs back into truth. We cannot just heal the minds
of some, we must heal the minds of all. We must heal the souls within a shared
unified vision broadcasted for the entire world to see...
"They have to see it to believe it."
"Yes... they have to believe it to see it."
It is within the true dreamers of the highest intent where the imagination
lies most potent. It is within the idealists that you will find the true potential for
the future. Unfortunately, pessimism and hopelessness has spread like wildfire
and therefore the end destination of global transformation is impossible. It is
currently impossible because it will take all of us to transform the world, not the
very small minority that actually believe it is possible. We, the minute minority,
believe it's possible because we SEE IT within and therefore we can create it to
see it outside of us. For the majority of pessimists without hope or optimism for a
better future to come, the only way they will believe it is if they see it happening
before their eyes. We have no other choice than to start building a new way that
they see transforming before them. CHANGE IS THE NEW DEMAND. Humanity is
screaming within for it, but our programed minds deny its potential. This is the
line of demarcation by which you must choose a side: Do you believe it is
possible or have you concluded that the approaching catastrophe brought upon
by mankind as inevitable?
What is... "The Global Vision"
It will come from the dreamers of the idealist perspective who will lead the
way, with assistance of those of the realist perspective who will help shape it into
reality with their knowledge of the way things are. The idealist is the PULL we

surrender to, while the realist is the PUSH we move things into the future with in
building momentum. What The Global Vision will look like is up to us.
What I will say is that each of us are a fractal piece that split from the
unified field we all came from for the sole purpose of finding identity and
individuality within the unity. That was the true function of the division, but as
creators we created our own unnatural divisions that invoked pain and hardship.
TRUE DIVISION IS BEAUTIFUL while UNNATURAL DIVISION is pain. All this can
be cured by reassembled the giant PUZZLE by which we all came. That is the
function of our true paths in life, to come together and be able to differentiate
between an unnatural division and a true division. In this, there will be no need
for competition in "the end" because each of us is a perfect fractal piece that
works in harmony with the unity. In understanding truth, all the false divisions
created by the hands of humankind will dissolve away from our consciousness
through the process of realization. Religions and cemented systems of belief will
no longer exist, as all spiritual truths will just be truths and the need for
separation will no longer be present. Boarders will return to just imaginary
concepts, as the need for them is no longer present within the unification of
humanity. Class and caste systems will fade away, as the hoarding greed that
created them will be healed with the presentation of true fulfillment and the
balancing of our own physiologies through science and inspiration.
In the words of John Lennon: "You may say I'm a dreamer, but I'm not the
only one." One day we will see the true meaning of his song, Imagine... as most
cannot presently imagine the very world he speaks of with in it. This is the global
vision, the healing of the division by which we are all just fractal shards within.

